**Skip Loader MB 8 fixed arms**

- Lifting capacity ton 8
- Fixed twin arms
- No. 3 flow control with ground hand levers
- Rear independent stabilizing feet
- Electro pneumatic DIN hook
- Tipping hook with ground control (tipping hooks to be quoted according to the customers’ skips)
- Front oil tank with support frame
- Adjustable platform wedges
- Painting in chassis colour in epoxy antirust
- Operating manual and spare parts book

**Options**

- No. 4 adjustable chains with safety hook locks
- Integrated subframe H 180 mm
- Front platform extension
- Arms connecting bar
- Stabilizers rollers feet
- Monitoring led for stabilizing feet
- Monitoring led hoisting cylinders
- Monitoring led hoisting arms
- Pneumatic cab controls
- Electro-pneumatic cab controls mobile hand board

The technical details shown in this sheet are indicative and can be changed by the builder without prior notice.